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cutting instructions
Cut each Jelly Roll™ strip in half at the fold. To conserve fabric, use scissors and cut directly into the fold instead of using a rotary cutter to cut
the fold off.

piecing instructions
All seam allowances 1/4" unless otherwise noted.
Piece (2) each of the 4 blocks shown below. (Tip: lay out all strips before you start sewing to make sure you’re using the correct colors in the
correct places.) Align and begin each seam at the cut edge of each strip and sew towards the selvage edge. Selvages may not line up, that’s
ok. Press seams open.
Trim all blocks down to 201/2" square.

Place pairs of blocks right sides together with strips of each perpendicular to the other, in color combos shown below. Match color orientations
of diagram. Pin together and stitch around all four edges.

Cut each pair in half diagonally, then cut each triangle in half again. (Tip: For second cut, fold triangle in half and finger press first to find
center.) Press seams open.

Trim each block down to 14”, taking care that any diagonal seam ends directly into the corners of the block. (Handle blocks with care, as all
edges are now bias edges.) Join blocks together into rows as shown below. Press seams open. Then join rows to finish quilt top.
Baste, quilt and bind as desired. Binding yardage assumes 2.5” crossgrain yardage.

You did it! You made a jelly rainbow quilt!!
Be sure to use #rubystarsociety and #jellyrainbowquilt when sharing your creations so we can see them!
@rubystarsociety

jelly
raInbow
From just one Jelly Roll™ of Speckled by
Rashida Coleman-Hale you can make the top
for this beautiful, rainbowy quilt! Add more
Jelly Rolls™ for more blocks to easily make it
bigger.

54" x 54"

fabric requirements
1 Jelly Roll™ - Speckled by Rashida Coleman-Hale for Ruby Star Society

binding

1/2

backing

31/2

All increments shown in yards.
All fabric yardages assume usable fabric width of 40”.
Please read all instructions before beginning.
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